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Introduction and Objectives
Computational anatomy aims to quantify anatomical shape variations, particularly in scenarios like tumor evolution over time. We primarily focus on sparse registration,
which hinges on the extraction of well-distributed, repeatable keypoints with discriminative descriptors [2, 1].
We focus on twomain objectives :

1. Establishing a training program for a 3D key point detection and description network.

2. Assess this network using various metrics in order to facilitate comparisons with different established manual methods.

Overview of the SP3D network that jointly extracts repeatable keypoints and their discriminant descriptors. The network begins with a VGG-style encoder whose output is conjointly utilized by the keypoint detector and descriptor. The
reshape phase following the Softmax operation ensures an output volume of similar size to the input for the detection part, and the ground truth volume is only utilized during the training phase. The descriptor volume size is half that of

the volume used for keypoint description.

Method : CNN Architecture
SP3D use a VGG-style encoder illustrated in figure . The VGG encoder uses eight con-
volutional layers, and thedimensions of the input data are each reducedby a factor of
8while obtaining 513 channels. Among these channels, the final one serves as a dust-
bin channel, discarding non-interest points. Following the application of the Softmax
function, the last channel is removed, and an automatic reshaping technique called
SubPixelConvolution [3] (referred to as PixelUnShuffle in the PyTorch library) is ap-
plied.

Method : Training

Cross-section of keypoint detection example. Left: detector output, highlighting regions with strong
responses in green. Right : same cross-section with keypoints extracted from the response map.

L = Ldet + L′
det + λLdesc

With Ldet a cross-entropy loss, which is applied between the generated image and
the ground-truth labels. Ldesc comprises two hinge loss terms. The first hinge loss
term works towards clustering descriptors associated with the same location, while
the second term is aimed at distinguishing descriptors from disparate locations.

Results

Performance comparison between 3DSURF, 3DSIFT and our SP3D approach. We used MDBL for Mean
Distance Between Landmarks.

Conclusion and Future Work
Our results show that a learned 3D detector and descriptor can outperform hand-
crafted methods, namely 3DSIFT and 3DSURF. Following these results, we have two
new objectives :

ä Train the network using the repeatability metric directly

ä Train a 3D keypoint detector and descriptor using the distant supervised learning
approach
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